J-wheelz Fitment Guide
HARDWARE
Deciding on the correct J wheelz kit for your ATV, UTV, or 6x6 vehicle is simple and depends mainly on the
lug nuts used on your machine. Hardware is available in two common sizes, 10mm and 3/8”, as well as other
less common variations such as 12mm, 1/2”, or 7/16”. Additionally, J-wheelz are available to fit Argo and
Max Utility Vehicles with 24”+ tires.


10mm- A majority of manufacturers such as Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Can Am, and Arctic Cat predominantly utilize a 10mm x 1.25 wheel stud which corresponds with our 10mm kit.



3/8”- Polaris is the only manufacturer that has used 3/8” x 24 which corresponds with our 3/8” kit. *More
recently Polaris has begun using 10mm hardware in their XP line of ATV’s (starting in 2009+)

REAR STABILIZER KIT
Once you have determined hardware kit required for your machine; the next step is to determine if you need a
rear stabilizer kit. A rear stabilizer kit contains extra hardware to strengthen the mounting location of a deep
well rear wheel. The simplest way to determine if you need a rear stabilizer kit is based on your ATVs suspension. If your ATV has a solid rear axle then you will likely need a rear stabilizer kit. If your ATV has
independent suspension on all four wheels, a rear stabilizer kit is not needed. Rear stabilizer kits are
10mm unless custom ordered.

SOME EXAMPLES FOR YOU

Independent Suspension:
REAR STABILIZER
KIT NOT REQUIRED

Solid Rear Axle:
REAR STABILIZER
KIT REQUIRED

Deep Wheel Wells:
REAR STABILIZER
KIT REQUIRED

J-wheelz are Available for Argo and Max Utility Vehicles with 24”+ tires.
Does your kit have a 5-bolt pattern? Or a less common fitment? Contact J-wheelz
to see about specialized fitments.

So far so good - now choose if you want any additional upgrades or parts:
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND UPGRADES
Once you have selected your base J-wheelz kit, you can customize it to your specific situation. Below are examples of some additional upgrade kits and items which are available for purchase.
4-bolt Upgrade, 10mm - Provides necessary supplemental hardware to attach standard 10mm kit to all
four wheel studs. UTV’s and large ATV’s love this.
4-bolt Upgrade, 3/8” -

Provides necessary supplemental hardware to attach standard 10mm kit to all
four wheel studs. UTV’s and large ATV’s love this.

Tall blades -

4” blades which add some nice bite in the winter snow. Get 12 for the rear
wheels or 24 to fill out all 4 wheels.

*Individual parts are available for purchase as needed including replacement hardware, blades, foam, etc.

ENJOYY THE RIDE

www.J-wheelz.com

facebook.com/Jwheelz365

